Intranuclear rodlets and associated true intranuclear bodies in normal cultured human dermal papilla cells.
The dermal papilla is believed to exert controlling influences on hair growth. This report documents, for the first time, the occurrence of intranuclear rodlets in normal cultured human dermal papilla cells. Intranuclear rodlets have been observed predominantly in normal neurons, neural neoplasms, and paraneuromas. Whereas intranuclear rodlets and complex intranuclear bodies have not been identified in dermal papilla cells in vivo, they were observed, by light microscopy and transmission electron microscopy, in primary and subsequent passaged cultures in all 10 individuals examined. Intranuclear rodlets and bodies were not found, however, in parallel cultures of scalp dermal fibroblasts from the same individuals. Rodlet ultrastructure in cultured dermal papilla cells exhibited many features in common with previous reports on rodlets in neuronal and paraneuronal cells. Features that differentiated the rodlets in this study, however, included: doublet/triplet rodlets in the same nucleus; rodlets or crystalline filament bundles within complex nuclear inclusions; close relationship with the nuclear membrane, and their frequent intimate association with intranuclear bodies; and nucleoli and fine chromatin-distinct fibrillar material. Although the function of these true intranuclear inclusions in dermal papilla cells is unknown, it is noteworthy that they were present in these highly metabolically active fibroblasts while absent in comparatively less active dermal fibroblasts, and may indeed be a marker for this fibroblast cell type.